GENERAL USE - CLASSROOMS

- These classrooms reflect an optimal layout for the (1) 80-person classroom and (2) 2 x 42 - person classrooms while in Active Learning / Small Group mode.
- Each room can be configured in Lecture Mode with the same furniture shown.
- The classrooms are designated General Assignment by the University.
- AV Closet included for all rooms.
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GENERAL USE - SHARED SPACES
- Each level will have a conference room and workroom/kitchenette.
- Where a department requires a dedicated/private conference room or workroom/kitchenette, an additional shared use space has been provided on that level.
GENERAL USE

- Locating Student Commons spaces which are open/flexible, and vending, near Student Services and on Level 01 is preferred.
- Student Associations could be located on any level.
- Study / Lounge Student Commons Space to include variety of spaces based on layout of areas within the building.
GENERAL USE

GENERAL USE - SHARED SPACES
• Faculty Lounge is best located near the Faculty Offices
• Other spaces could be located on any level

GENERAL USE - HEALTH & WELLNESS
• These spaces are only potentially included in program should space allow for it
• These spaces could best be located near Student Common areas